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This newsletter is going to be limited in words and mostly
pictures by design. The adage “A picture is worth a thousand words” could not be anymore true in describing the
function of this club and its members. This newsletter is
dedicated to “Salado,” an all-Texas regions event and to the
memory of one of our beloved members, Hank Henley.
Salado is an event attended by mostly members of Texas’
three LCOC regions with some attendees traveling from as
far away as Palm Springs, California and Barnum, Minnesota. Last year we celebrated our silver anniversary. After such pomp and circumstance we decided to mellow out this year and change the pace.
Salado went back to its roots when Donald “Doc” Ellis coordinated the first All-Texas meets. There
was no formal judging this year as in the beginning. Instead, attendees were given a ballot and they
voted on their favorite entry. First, second and third place Peoples Choice awards were presented.
Another feature added to the Friday night Barbeque was Big Band music at Doc’s request. And of
course it was played through a vintage stereo system.
Hank Henley passed away April 28, 2014
at his home in Canyon Lake, Texas. Hank
was a member of LCOC for twenty-six
years, and the quintessential classic car
guy. His 1963 Convertible was his pride
and joy and a stand-out everywhere it
went. Hank drove it in local parades and
showed it at LCOC events. Hank was always involved in the club and counseled
the region’s Board of Managers with sound
advice and candid opinion. Hank was a
straight up guy that you could trust from
your first introduction. And, Hank was always a great sport when it came to camaHank and Charlotte Henley at Their Home in Canyon Lake
raderie among club members. After Hank
While Hosting the Region Annual Meeting and Barbeque
and company drove for miles in all but the
right direction to attend a meet dinner, the club created a special award to be presented each year at
Salado, ”The Hank Henley Longest Distance Driven” award. You have to drive a long way to earn that
award, and you have to go along way to equal the Hank we all loved. Hank will be missed.
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Featured Lincoln of the Month
Submitted by Pat Corbett for Mike Clark, Breckenridge, Texas

1926 Lincoln Pickup on Display at Stagecoach Inn, Salado, Texas at the 26th Annual Texas All-Regions Meet. At over
4,100 Pounds, It Was Decided to Leave Her on the Trailer to Reduce the Possibility of Damaging Her in Loading and
Unloading. Amy Palmer Photographs Details of the Lincoln’s Construction with Fascination.
About a year ago, I received a call from a fellow out in west Texas who wanted some information about a Lincoln
he had purchased recently. That fellow was Mike Clark of Breckenridge, Texas, a small community about thirty miles
east of Abilene. Mike told me his story about this Lincoln Pickup that had been produced from customizing a 1926
Lincoln Seven Passenger Sedan. The truck was owned by Monarch Oil and Gas until 1964 when the title was transferred to Mr. Waverley Massengale of Eastland, Texas. This is from whom he purchased the truck. Hemming's Motor
News had published articles on these rare conversions done by Lincoln Dealers and had pictures of almost unidentifiable specimens hailed as “Finds of the Day.” That was his only reference at that time. So he sought help from
LCOC. After all, we are the experts.
I contacted several knowledgeable members with little luck getting anyone to even acknowledge these artifacts
existed. Mike had me convinced he had something special and it needed our attention. Mike was given a Director
Free Membership on the notion that getting him into the loop would at least give him some resources.
Mike and his lovely wife, Lynn, made the trek to Salado to share this extremely rare Lincoln. What makes the car
so special is that it is complete including the oil can used to prime the engine, tool kit that came with the pre-modified
sedan, and Lincoln interior from the sedan itself. Attendees honored this member by voting the Lincoln 2nd place in
the Peoples Choice awards. It is truly a remarkable vehicle which held a unique place in automotive history.
It is an education in itself to look at and immerse yourself in. The engine compartment exhibits mid-twenty’s robust Lincoln engine development. The cab exhibits Lincoln luxury including the pull down roller shade on the rear
window. The seat, although quite aged after ninety years of service, feels like a living room couch as you settle down
on the inner-spring seat. The beveled glass rearview mirror is classic Lincoln style. The body is aluminum, crafted by
Dietrich, Inc. of Detroit. The doors open and shut with ease. We all thank Mike and Lynn for sharing this fabulous
Lincoln with us all. What a special weekend. Original Cost of Lincoln; $6,128, Enjoyment by all; Priceless.
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Featured Lincoln of the Month
Submitted by Pat Corbett for Mike Clark, Breckenridge, Texas

Original Cloth Upholstery Provides For a Smoother Ride

The Rear of the Seven Passenger Sedan is Screwed
to the Front to Complete the Cab of the Truck. Note
the Meticulous Spacing of the Fasteners.

Note the Speedometer and Odometer with Trip Odometer and Clock below.
The “Gas” indicator has a Red “R” for Reserve Level. Delco is Prominently
Displayed on the Ignition Cluster by the Light and Ignition Switches
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Featured Lincoln of the Month
Submitted by Pat Corbett for Mike Clark, Breckenridge, Texas

Rear View Illustrates Wood Box with Metal Topping

Coach Builder Prominently Displayed on Body
Interior is Intact with Wooden Rimmed Steering
Wheel and Cloth Velour Type Upholstery. Door
Pull and Window Crank in Nickel Plated Brass

Original Headlight Lens (Upside
down) and Hub Assembly
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Other News From Around Salado

Eilene, Bernie and Gary Birk Check Out City Garage with
Owner, Doc Ellis (center), Before Friday Night Event.
Auto Lift is Converted to Open Bar for Lubrication Purposes

Doc’s Mark III & Mark II Appear To Look On with Interest

1970’s Vintage McIntosh Stereo Plays 1940’s
Big Band Music to the Delight of Attendees.
Pat Corbett (inset) Records Tapes for Event.
Dancing Anyone?
Original LS Banner to Left

Earl Zimmmerle Commiserates with Rich Hellbusch and Doc Ellis.
Three Masters in Tall Tale Carology

Doc’s City Garage, Venue for the Friday Night BBQ, Where
Attendees Enjoy Each Other’s Company and Cars

Mikki and Doc Ellis Visit with Carol Mattix and Mike Clark as
Mike Tells the Story of His 1926 Lincoln Pickup

Salado has become as much of a tradition in Texas as breakfast tacos in Austin on Saturday morning. Although it is an LCOC
sponsored event, a car show full of Lincolns, it is more about the family of club members than anything else. Doc Ellis envisioned nearly three decades ago, a meeting of car enthusiast, specifically Texas LCOC members, getting together and just having
a good time. Driving the cars to the show was important, although it was more important to see the owner show up, even if the
car couldn’t make it. From this beginning, a bond has formed and continues to form among members. Salado is the annual family
reunion of LCOC members. Even if you’re not short on friends, you will go a long way to match the friendships that emerge and
the relationships that follow. In the fall, North Texas region hosts a similar meet in various cities around the state. You will see
the family reunion again. You are invited to join us. Even if you don’t have a Lincoln, you will come because of your passion for
the brand. And we will welcome you and make sure you go home a happy person.
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Other News From Around Salado

Jeff Brecht, Assistant Director and Mark Ferrari, Treasurer,
Doing What We Do, Next to Jeff’s Mark VI

Mark Ferrari Helping to Dock John Burge’s 1977 Mark V

Pat Corbett Takes Orders for Lubrication Concoctions.
Lynn Clark, Dorothy Palmer, and Mike Steiner Look On

Jim and Linda Payne Admire Richard Hellbusche’s
1953 Capri

Doc Ellis Checks Out the Food Line Catered by Cowboy’s BBQ of Salado.
Dean and Diana Forbes (facing) Discuss Car Stuff with Other Members

Salado 2015, April 17, 18 & 19. Stagecoach Inn,
Salado Texas.
Don’t Miss the Fun
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Dean Forbes (facing) and Max Meyers Enjoy
the Evening While Listening to Harry James

Other News From Around the Region

Gary Birk Presents Peoples Choice 1st Place
Award to Greg Alexander for his 1958 Mark III

New Members and First Time Salado Attendees,
Mike and Lynn Clark Take Peoples Choice, 2nd Place
With Their 1926 Lincoln Pickup Conversion. The Pickup is a Dealer Conversion of a Seven Passenger Sedan.

Jim and Linda Payne honored with People’s
Choice 3rd Place Award for their 1950 Lincoln
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Other News From Around the Region

Pat Corbett presents Russ Whitlock, Superintendent of the LBJ National Historical Park in Johnson City, the
North Texas Region, Dick Bubenheim Memorial Award for “Best 1961-1967 Convertible.”
‘LBJ 1’ is a ’65 Convertible and is the Official Parade Car for the Park.

Members John Burge and Mike Steiner from Palm
Springs Take Home Both ‘Doc’ Ellis “First Time
Shown” award and the Hank Henley “Longest Distance Driven” Award with their 1977 Mark V

Diana and Dean Forbes Won The Coveted Neil Pierson “Hard Luck” Award. Their 1956 Mark II had Both Brake
And Heater Core Issues Prior to Departure and They had to Leave the Car at Home. Picture is of the Forbe’s Mark II
in Palestine During the Fall Meet. We Look Forward to Seeing it at the Fall Meet in October.
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Other News From Around the Region

Bernie Birk, Mark Ferrari, Sal Gotlieb, Earl Zimmerle, and
Richard Hellbusch Commiserate at the Hospitality Tent.

Attendees Visit and Enjoy the Lincolns and Each Other on a Comfortable Overcast Day in Front of the Stagecoach Inn in Salado

Russ Whitlock Pilots LBJ-1, a ‘65 Convertible, along the Road
Tour Route Led by Founding Region Member, Doc Ellis.

Classic Lincoln Anyone? The Parking Lot was Filled with Thirty
Two Classics From 1926 to 1998.

Pat Corbett, Third Person to Sit in Pickup Since
it Was Acquired By
Mike Clark of Breckenridge, Texas

Richard Hellbusch Displays his Painting of the Valve Covers on his ‘53 Capri.
“And a Fine Job it is!”
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Other News From Around the Region

Members Give a Standing Ovation to Jim and Charlene Meyer of Llano
Celebrating Their 62nd Anniversary at Salado.

Meredith Hall, Lincoln Ownership Manager, Central Market Area,
Assists Gary Birk in the Raffle and 50/50 Drawing.

Meredith Hall Gives Presentation on Lincoln Motor Company
And Introduction to New Concept Car, the MKC.

Member Amy Palmer Enthusiastically Gives the MKC Concept
Car a Check-Out On Display at the Show .

Saturday evening culminates the Meet activities
with a dinner and guest speaker. This year, Meredith
Hall, a twelve year employee of Ford/Lincoln spoke to
the members on the new Lincoln Motor Company.
Meredith presented the proposed MKC a sport utility
targeted at the smaller SUV market, specifically Mercedes, Lexus, and Acura. She is enthusiastic about
Lincoln and demonstrates a passion for the brand.
Members had the opportunity to speak with Meredith after the road tour Saturday and view the MKC.
She was open to our comments and concerns and
stated she would take our comments back to Lincoln
and share with the administration. One thing she heard
over and over, and the two words sticking in her head
were “Town Car.”
We give kudos to Meredith for accepting our
comments in stride as we spoke candidly with her.
Another word spoken often was “V-8,” and we did not
mean a vegetable juice. We educated her in the performance of past Lincoln V8’s along with the size of a
“real” full size sedan.
The Texas regions of LCOC thank her for taking
the time to join our car show and entertain us with the
news from Lincoln Motor Company.

Park Rangers and Staff at the Lyndon B Johnson National Historic Park in Johnson
City Celebrate With Russ Whitlock at his Award Presentation
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Pat’s Garage
Take Advantage of a Stuck Valve
Contributed by Pat Corbett (Expertise provided by Larry Overfelt)
When we found a stuck valve on the engine, we new there
was only one direction to take; engine overhaul. Once the engine is on the stand, take advantage of accessibility. Tear the
engine down to the block and inspect the components. If an engine has been sitting for as long as this baby has, you can be
assured that seals will leak and bearings may have developed
flat spots. Freeze plugs are now so easy to get to, don’t even
think of not replacing them. Here are a few pointers on the process. I can’t cover a total engine overhaul in detail in this short
column, but I can at least identify some important topics to engage.
First send the block to a reputable machine shop for machining. Work might include at the least honing cylinders, replacing
cam bearings since it takes a special tool to do that, and a valve
job with hardened seats depending on the engine.
Once you have the block and heads back home, assembly
Mark III Engine Hoisted out of Engine Bay
may begin. Handle the crank shaft with care and replace the
bearings. If the pistons are in good condition, then replace the
rings before installing them into the block. The pistons have to
go back into the same hole they came out of, so if they are not
already marked, then stamp each one on tear-down with its cylinder number. This is a four-hand job so make sure you have
hands on both the piston (top) and rod (bottom) as it is positioned down the cylinder. Placing a short piece of rubber hose on
connecting rod bolts prevents scratching the cylinder wall.
In my case the cam had some rust showing on the lobes so it
was replaced. Wear on the rockers promoted replacement, and
the only rockers that could be found were OEM parts from Green
Sales. Replace the hydraulic lifters and prime them with oil from
an oil can before dropping them in.
Upon each assembly sequence, you have to torque the bolts
to factory specs. These values can be found in the factory serUse a Hair Dryer to Fast Dry Paint as You Paint Engine vice manual for your year make and model engine. The use of
copious quantities of Lubriplate 101 is essential to placement of
moving components and lubricates the new components on initial start-up. After you install the new oil pump and have assembled gaskets and pan, add about four quarts of 30 weight oil.
Using a cordless drill and suitable socket on an extension you
can now rotate the oil pump and force oil up thru the journals,
ports, and lifters. Once oil emerges from all lifters, you know you
have saturated the engine lubricating system and the oil pump is
working properly.
After cleaning and painting each engine mounted component,
I recommend assembling the engine to make sure all goes back
together correctly and all bolts and nuts are present. Bagging
and marking in zip-lock bags after cleaning component bolts
helps a poor memory after things lay around a while. Depending
on your engine hoist and where you attach to the block, several
Assemble Engine Completely To Assure Fit-Up
components may have to come off to prevent damage on the
drop-in. Keep those baggies handy.
The whole concept behind this is if your engine is opened up for major surgery, don’t cut corners. A thorough refurbishment will give you years of trouble-free service. There is an art to this work you don’t read about in the manuals.
Having an experienced mechanic around that has done such work is essential. There are many pitfalls to this work so
make sure you know exactly what your doing before taking on the task. In my case, I am very fortunate to have such
expertise available with a love of doing the work. A little grease under the nails humbles the spirit and gives me greater
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Words of Advice & Encouragement
As a classic car club, we all have one thing in common; finding competent and honest help working on these fine autos.
People are always asking me for advice or who’s who in the market place. Presented here are names of some trusted
proprietors you can take your car. If you know of anyone you want to promote, please submit it to Pat Corbett. Besides
the usual suspects presented in the Comments advertising section, these are local folks to the Austin/San Antonio area
you can count on. I say nothing about the cost of their service as the purpose of this column is to only speak to the character of the Owner of the shop and how they treat their customers.

Brown Radiator Sales and Service
Blaise Brown, Proprietor
2605 S IH-35, Ste 800
San Marcos, Texas
Phone: 512 396-2940
Review; This may be a drive for you, but you will not be disappointed. Blaise Brown will attend to you directly in his pristine shop. He
is professional, will not sell you anything you don’t need, and will accommodate your schedule when necessary. He has repaired several ‘60's radiators and accumulator tanks to the satisfaction of the owner at a reasonable price. He also specializes in gas tank repair
and coating.

Long’s Automatic Transmission
Pat Long, Proprietor
11926 Manchaca Rd.
Austin, Tx 78748

Phone: 512 282-3151

Review; Pat has done my transmission service on my drivers for several years. When I took my 69 Sedan to have some seals fixed
and slipping bands repaired, he spoke fondly of memories in his dad’s transmission shop in the 60's where he grew up with his dad
and his 64 Lincolns. This shop is a second generation extension of that original. He delights in working on these early cars and takes
a personal interest in them.

Precision Radio
John Henshaw, Proprietor
12134 Colwick
San Antonio, Tx 78216 Phone: 210 979-0905
Review; John gives personal attention to every radio passing through his shop. And, when he cannot repair a radio, as some parts
are now just impossible to find, he returns the radio with no charge.

Jorge (George) Hernandez - Auto Upholstery
1013 Dove Drive
Manchaca, Tx 78652

Phone: 512 577-1467

Review; Jorge has 25 years experience in the auto interior field and is a true craftsman. From simple leather or vinyl repairs and
coloring to complete interior replacement, Jorge can do the job. Rubin Reynolds joins Jorge doing leather repairs and dying. My Mark
III had a few blemishes in the leather and Rubin made it look like new.

Hydraulic House
6300-A Burleson Rd/
Austin, Texas 78744 Phone: 512 385-7100
Review; When I needed to build a custom brake line hose, I was referred to these specialist. Brake lines, hydraulic lines, and fittings
are their specialty. These folks don’t shy away from any problem you bring them which is why so many custom hot rod folks use
them.

Heavy Sound Company
742 Flower Ave.
Venice, Ca. 90291 Victor Stolpe: 310 399-8029

www.heavysoundco.com

Review; If you need speaker repair and you want to maintain originality, call Vic. He has collected automotive spare parts from many
manufacturers and can very likely re-cone your original FOMOCO speaker. And you will retain the original sound quality of your classic radio.
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Words of Advice & Encouragement
Albert “Herb” Shedlock Review: Roy Carrigan has used Al for several repairs. He says that Al has been very knowledgeable
934 Old Rt. 66
Greensburg, Pa 15601
allincoln@aol.com
www.allincoln.net

and fair on prices for Lincoln parts he has in stock.

Apples Lincoln Parts-R-Us Review: I and several other members will attest to Art’s professionalism and honesty. I per14387 West Exposition Dr.
Lakewood Co. 80228
303-980-6325

sonally have spent many minutes on the phone with Art, taking counsel of his vast knowledge,
and it is always given with genuine hospitality and enthusiasm for the club and it’s members.

Dean’s OEM Finds

Review: I found this vendor of salvaged parts while looking for a switch bezel for the 91
R. Michael Dean
Town Car. Michael is picky about his finds in terms of aesthetic and quality. You will find
rmdean00@yahoo.com some of his inventory on Ebay. Or, if you have a specific need, contact him and if he does
210 488-5567
not have it, he will do his best to find it. And he is fair priced.

Protect your Pre-1986 Flat Tappet Engine
The 2010 Technical Session in Salado by John Ronshausen with Arnold Oil Company, revealed good information on
which modern motor oils will protect the vital components of a flat tappet engine. New engines with roller tappets do not
need one vital component, ZDDP, an anti-wear add mixture designed to protect the cam surface of older engines. It is
important to understand the cam is malleable metal construction with a hardened surface. If the surface is not protected,
with the tappet rubbing constantly on the surface of the cam, then heat and friction will wear down the hardened surface
until the softer inner core is contacted. Engine failure is the result. This can be compared to the enamel on your teeth.
Once the enamel surface is breached, decay is imminent.
Below are motor oils that contain high levels of ZDDP. Keep in mind that this add mixture is generally good for 2,500 to
3,000 miles, after which you should change the oil. Generally speaking, these products carry the ZDDP necessary to
protect your camshaft. Racing motor oil and diesel engine motor oil will both work fine in your classic engine. I have
chosen the Valvoline VR1 Racing oil, 30W, and my 460 CID purrs like a kitten. Depending on your access to auto parts
houses, you may find other products more accessible. The diesel engine oils are everywhere for obvious reasons. I
might add that because we own cars in what some would class as a dying breed, I contend we are not, but, none-theless, use due diligence and stay alert to changes in the oil product you settle on. Our overly wise government has plans
for the trucking industry in years to come, thus, potentially putting our cars at risk again.
John presented several products which
we have listed here that will be most
suitable in your classic, flat tappet engine.
Kendall GT 20w50
Chevron Delo 10w30 (15w40)
Chevron Delo H.D. 30
Mobil Delvac 10w30
Shell Rotella T 10w30
Motorcraft Diesel 10w30
Valvoline VR1 Racing 10w30 or 30w

The products shown here are examples found in typical OTC parts stores such as A-Line Auto Parts, AutoZone
and Costco. A Google search for the referenced brands reveals many sources, discussion blogs, and store locations.
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Member’s Classified ads
Member Dan Young of Fredericksburg purchased this beautiful 1993 Mark VIII with only
3,400 miles on the odometer. This car emerged
from a twenty year sleep in the sealed garage
of its former owner after he died and it came up
for sale on the auction block. The interior
leather smells like a new car and the factory
mounted cell phone still has the plastic scratch
cover attached and cargo net is still in factory
bag, original shop manual. Dan replaced the
tires and did basic service work on the car, including detailing the exterior. He has driven the
car now for a total of 7,600 luxurious miles.
Dan has several photos of the car but you need
to see it to truly appreciate it. If you are interested in a “new” 1993 Mark VIII, this is the car
for you. Contract Dan at 830-992-3510 or 830998-0920.

Jim Meyer of Llano is offering his 1960 Continental Mark V four door Landau. Jim has owned the car
since 1990 and has had only two previous owners. It is a very clean non-smoker car. 57,540 original miles.
The lower portion of the car is refinished in factory original color, Maple Leaf (maroon) and the top is original. Very good chrome with some refurbished. Interior is white leather with black accents. Equipped with
the 430 CID, the car is ready to drive home to the new owner. The AM radio is factory original. See this car
to appreciate it. Asking $19,500. Call Jim at 325-247-2282 and schedule a visit.
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Lone Star Region—2014 Events
Suggestions Always Welcomed

“Fun with Lincoln”
January: Sunday, the 19th, 2:00 PM; McAdoo’s Seafood Company, New Braunfels. Experience
a piece of history in the original U.S. Post Office built by Secretary of Treasury, William McAdoo in
1915. Restored to its original glory.
February: Saturday, the 15th, 4:00 PM; Dick’s Classic Garage, San Marcos; Museum tour followed with dinner at Palmer’s Restaurant. Great cars and great food combined. Bring your Lincoln!!!
March: Saturday, the 22nd, Dick’s Classic Car Show. This car show is a fun day with good
friends, fine cars, and great food and drink and the chance to win a custom trophy.
March: Saturday, the 29th, Westwood Country Club Car Show & Picnic. This car show is a fun
day with good friends, fine cars, and great food and drink. No cost to attendee.
April: Friday thru Sunday, 25-27th, All-Texas Meet, Salado, 26th Anniversary, Salado.
Great cars, Great food, and Great fellowship. A Texas LCOC tradition.
May: Saturday, the 17th, Joint road trip and tour with Texas Gulf Coast Region CANCELLED In
observation of Hank Henley’s funeral and Celebration of Life.
June: Saturday, the 21st; Po Po “EATS”, Welfare, Texas, north of Boerne off I-10. A unique restaurant with rich and colorful history dating back to 1929. Reservations will be required.
July: Plant Tour - Toyota Truck Factory, San Antonio Details to be determined.
August: Saturday and Sunday, 9th & 10th, Dedication of the Lincoln Motor Car Museum. Hickory Corners, Michigan. Celebrate the Grand Opening of the museum with other Lincoln club enthusiasts. More details forthcoming. Thirty year Anniversary of the Lone Star Region.
September: Saturday, the 20th; Hank’s-on-the-Lake, Canyon Lake. Region BBQ. Club hospitality
like no other.
October: Friday & Saturday, the 24th & 25th; Fall Continental Classic, Fredericksburg, Texas.
Saturday evening, BBQ on the Pedernales on the LBJ Ranch.
December: Sunday, the 7th, Annual Christmas Party, a Lone Star tradition. This event defines
the fellowship of this region. Pure party, pure fun, pure Lincoln. Location to be announced.
If you are interested in LCOC and enjoy the best kept secrets in Texas, you are welcome to join us as a guest. Contact Pat Corbett
at pcorbett@austin.rr.com, or Jeff Brecht at maximus_40k @hotmail.com for more information. You do not need to own a Lincoln to
join. We are family friendly.

“ Fun with Lincoln” is the motto of the Lone Star Region, LCOC.
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Lone Star Region
Lincoln and Continental Owners Club
REGION MEMBERSHIP
APPLICATION
Name_____________________________________ Spouse ___________________
Address __________________________________ Home Phone (_____)___________
City _______________________ State ___________Zip _____________
E-mail ____________________________________
MEMBERSHIP: The primary member and their spouse are both members and receive all of the
member benefits. Both may participate fully in all club activities, and their children are always welcome. Region dues are $20.00 per year per family.
To become a region member, LCOC membership is required and dues must be current. Currently,
LCOC dues are $42 per year. After July 2014, LCOC dues are $48 annually.
Please make your checks to Mark Ferrari-Treasurer, and remit to:

Mark Ferrari
1719 Horseshoe Cr.
Round Rock, Texas 78681
YEAR

MODEL

STYLE

VIN (SERIAL NUMBER)

________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
If you need more space for additional cars, simply add another form with your name on it and attach it to the completed form.

This publication is a product of the LCOC, Lone Start Region, for the purpose of supporting and entertaining it’s members. We
encourage members to contribute to the Newsletter, stories, anecdotes, pictures, and anything that would promote the fellowship and
enjoyment for its members. We want to encourage participation in club events and the sharing of knowledge gained through the
ownership, preservation, and maintenance of our Lincolns. If it were not for members like you contributing to our newsletter, it
would not be what it is today.
Any opinions expressed herein by the members are theirs, and no apologies are made, because we realize that to own a vintage
Lincoln, one develops strong opinions, and we are damn proud of it. All opinions expressed in this newsletter are the opinion of the
writer and not the opinion or position of the LCOC, the Lone Star Region, or any of its officers or administrators.
We are pleased to provide a page for Classified Ads including a picture, free to LCOC members. We also offer to our “Friends
of Lincoln”, offering automotive services, an advertising section to promote their trade and specialties, at a nominal fee. Their advertisement illustrated in this publication is not intended to be an endorsement of their services. You will have to talk to their customers for that.
The Lone Star Region of the LCOC is licensed with Ford Motor Company to use and display Ford and Lincoln trademarked
images as provided by the club license agreement between Ford Brand Licensing and the Lone Star Region.
Happy Motoring!! And remember, Have Fun with Lincoln!
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